FAST CONFOCAL FLUORESCENCE IMAGING IN FREELY-BEHAVING MICE
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We developed a new fiberscope that allows fluorescence imaging with optical sectioning at
high speed (up to 200Hz) deep in the brain (up to 150µm) of freely-behaving mice. The
system relies on a home-made confocal microscope coupled to the animal's brain with a 2meter long optical fiber bundle attached to an imaging micro-objective. The head-mounted
part weighs less than 2g, which allows experiments in freely-behaving mice. The fiberscope is
inspired from a system previously developed [1], but imaging speed and signal to noise ratio
have been significantly improved thanks to the use of multipoint confocal imaging.
Multipoint confocal imaging is a variation on conventional confocal microscopy that consists
in illuminating the sample with an array of light points created with a matrix of pinholes, and
detecting fluorescence through the same matrix. The matrix is scanned rapidly to illuminate
the full field-of-view during acquisition of a single image with a camera. This system allows a
significant improvement of imaging speed compared to conventional confocal microscopy
(reaching rates >100Hz) while keeping similar sectioning capacity and resolution. In our case,
as in [2], the matrix of pinholes is created using a Digital Micromirror Device (DMD). The
fast refreshing rate of DMDs (up to 22kHz) allows displacing the pinhole matrix at high
speed, with no-moving part. The key advantage of this implementation is that the size and
density of pinholes can be easily adapted to the sample under investigation (whereas in
traditional implementations, such as in spinning disk confocal imaging, the matrix is fixed).

Figure 1: Imaging of blood
vessels in the cortex of an
anesthetized mouse

RESULTS
Our system allows recording optical sections of thickness
down to 13μm (limited by the aberrations of the grin lens
based micro-objective), with a resolution compatible with
cellular imaging and a field-of-view of 230µm. We imaged
microvasculature in the cortex in anesthetized and freelybehaving mice following intravenous injection of a red
fluorescent dextran protein (Figure 1). Images could be
recorded at high speed (up to 200Hz), and at depths up to 150
μm. Comparison with conventional epifluorescence imaging
showed enhanced contrast and background rejection.
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